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Disclaimer
This document contains material, which is the copyright of certain SWAMP contractors,  and may not  be
reproduced or copied without permission. All SWAMP consortium partners have agreed to the full
publication of this document. The commercial use of any information contained in this document may require
a license from the proprietor of that information. The SWAMP Consortium consists of the following
companies:

The information in this document is provided “as is” and no guarantee or warranty is given that the
information is fit for any particular purpose. The user thereof uses the information at its sole risk and liability.
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Executive Summary

The purpose of this deliverable “D4.3 - Water Distribution Application” is to describe the SWAMP
contribution directed to facilitate the interaction of humans with the water distribution network. Two types
of actors are addressed, each with its specific view of the irrigation district: water network managers and
field operators (i.e., the gatekeepers). Therefore, the application consists of two “sub-apps”, one to support
the scenario seen by the water distribution organization and one to support the view of the gate keeper.
More in detail, the sub-app for the water network managers is a Web Application intended to visualize the
irrigation plan, as defined by the back office, visualize the water level of the canals equipped with level
sensors, and provide statistics about the water network behaviour. The sub-app for the gate keeper is a
Mobile App that tells which water requests (received and mediated by the network central office) should be
executed. This sub-app also provides the central office with feedback from the field, including the progress
of the irrigations and the status of the manual gates along the canals.

This deliverable provides information about the underlying data model and compares the implementation
with the requirements and specifications provided by D4.1 and by the SWAMP D4.3 Water Distribution
Management Application (intermediate report).  It  also  reports  about  the  progress  status  at  the  time  of
writing this deliverable.
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1. Introduction
The SWAMP project is developing IoT-based approaches for precision irrigation and smart water
management. The project is a pilot-oriented project with four very different pilots in MATOPIBA, Guaspari,
Cartagena and Reggio Emilia. The pilots have all individual objectives and goals, the crop types vary, and they
are in very different environments.

Based on Pilot Specification (Deliverable D5.1), this document provides further details about the
requirements and the implementation of the Water Distribution Application (WDA). The Water Distribution
Application handles two views: the Network Manager View (handled by a WebApp) and the Field Operator
View, handled by a Mobile App. They are designed starting from the specifications of the Italian pilot
described in D5.3.

1.1. Overview

One of the SWAMP stakeholders is the Water Distribution Manager. WDM is an organization which manages
a Water Distribution Network (WDN) to deliver fresh water to Farmers and Farms. The WDA is a control point
for  such  actor  of  SWAMP;  it  provides  functionalities  for  managing  the  WDN  and  to  control  its  status.
Furthermore, it provides a detailed overview of statistics about Farms inside the irrigation district and the
water and energy consumption of a WDN.

This document serves as a formal definition of the functionalities of the WDA and its implementation.

1.2. Deliverable structure
This document is organized as follows: User stories and requirements are described in chapter 2. Application
architecture and implementation, screenshots and a discussion about user interaction are detailed in chapter
3, which is the main chapter of this deliverable. Finally, the Conclusions and next steps are described in
chapter 4.
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2. User Stories
As described in Deliverable D5.3, the Italian pilot district covers an area of about 892 ha, 320 ha of which are
irrigated through an intricate network of canals. Water flow is controlled by means of weirs, the majority of
which are actuated by human intervention. Farmers need to request access to the water for irrigation
purposes. Currently, this is done using phone calls or SMS, but it'll also be possible in next iteration of the
Farmer App (D4.2). The irrigation request is granted by a central authority called Consorzio di Bonifica
dell’Emilia Centrale (CBEC) which, among other duties, manage the canals networks and its human operators.

Within the SWAMP project, CBEC covers the role of Water Distribution Manager (WDM). This role can be
covered in other cases by any company or organization in charge of controlling the distribution of fresh water
for agriculture. Generally speaking, a WDM is a SWAMP user who wants to have an overview about a Water
Distribution Network and its status. The status of the network consists of data about the water level of each
canal and the opening level of weirs.

Furthermore, a WDM has a number of employees here called Water Distribution Gatekeepers (WDGs) who
are in charge of:

· Visual inspection of the canal status;
· Actuation of weirs;
· Communication with registered farmers;
· Moderation of irrigation requests.

A WDM should be able to manage WDGs and their activities through the SWAMP platform. Each WDG is
assigned to a particular geographic region (namely, irrigation district) inside the area managed by a WDM.
WDGs are also users of SWAMP, in particular, they have interest in the list of irrigation requests and the
water level of channels. Moreover, they have to provide feedback about WDN status and opening levels of
weirs in the network. Finally, WDGs operate mostly outside the office, which means that they need this data
“on the go”. Therefore, they should be able to access the platform from a mobile device, preferably a mobile
phone.

A WDG is called to action after a farmer issues an irrigation request to a WDM. The request can have multiple
states:

· Scheduled: The request has been scheduled by the WD optimization algorithm (upcoming D3.3)
· Accepted: The scheduled request is accepted by farmers
· Cancelled: WDG cancels the request
·  Ongoing: WDG operates on the WDN to put in place the accepted requests
· Interrupted: The request (and the water allocation) is paused for operational needs
· Satisfied: the request is marked as completed

The application should provide an interface for handling state changes of a request. Particularly, a WDG
should change the status from the application using a form. Finally, in Figure 1 are described the possible
state transitions of an irrigation request.
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FIGURE 1 A STATE DIAGRAM OF AN IRRIGATION REQUEST LIFECYCLE

For further details, in Table 1 are described user stories and interactions with the platform which are outlined
above, whereas in Table 2 are reported formal definitions about the terms introduced.

TABLE 1 USER STORIES FOR THE WDM APPLICATION

SCENARIO 1: Water Distribution Manager

Identifier Story Priority Status

Story 1.1  “WDM needs a detailed view of the flow and water
level of every irrigation canal within the WDN”

Important Partial (v1)

Story  1.2   “WDM  should  be  able  to  see  the  irrigation
scheduling of all farmers registered”

Moderate Planned for update

Story 1.3  “As WDM, I want the application to provide statistics
that can help improving the water distribution
system”

Moderate Partial (v1)

Story 1.4 Manage Gatekeepers Moderate Planned for the future

SCENARIO 2: Water Distribution Gatekeeper

Identifier Story Priority Status

Story 2.1 “As WDG, I want to see which fields assigned to me
need to be irrigated today and in the coming few
days”

Critical Implemented (v1)

Story  2.2  “As  WDG,  I  want  to  communicate  if  an  irrigation
request changed its status (i.e. the farmer did not
accept  it,  or  it  has  been  cancelled  to  due  external
reasons) “

Critical Implemented (v1)

Story 2.3 “As WDG, I would like to anticipate an irrigation
scheduled in the coming few days”

Moderate Planned for the future

Story 2.4 “As WDG, I  would like to provide feedback about a
concluded irrigation”

Critical Implemented (v1)

Story  2.5  “As  WDG,  I  want  to  monitor  the  WDN  state  and
provide feedbacks about the opening levels of gates”

Important Partial (v1)
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TABLE 2 DEFINITION OF USED TERMINOLOGY

Entity Description

Water Distribution Manager (WDM) A company or a governmental entity that manages
a water distribution network which supplies water
for registered farmers

Water Distribution Network (WDN) A series of water transportation means that
transfer water from water sources (i.e. rivers, lakes,
water reservoir) to different geographic locations

Status of Water Distribution Network Information about the level of each channel or
canal, their current flow and the opening status of
each gate

Water Distribution Gatekeeper (WDG) A human agent which inspects a WDN and controls
some of its actuation points (i.e. weirs). This agent
is called “gatekeeper” in the Italian pilot area (see
table 1, scenario 2)

Weir A device that control the flow in a canal

Canal A long straight passage dug in the ground and filled
with water for carrying water to fields, crops, etc.

Farmer A person who owns or manages a farm registered
in the SWAMP.

Channel Here used as a synonym of Canal
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3. Application Architecture
The application is composed of two sub-applications; one for the WDM and the other designed for WDGs.
This logical subdivision allows to use native mobiles technologies to implement WDGs requirements, while
maintaining a lightweight web interface for WDMs. The Web application is still under development, but an
early mockup is available, whereas the WDG application is ready to be tested on the pilot site.

Both applications interact with the platform using a dedicated interface called SWAMP API (Error! Reference
source not found.). In particular, the SWAMP API described in D4.2 is extended to cover the requirements of
the Italian pilot. In section 3.1 those extensions are explained, and a formal specification is given.

The WDG application is an Android app composed of four activities. Each activity maps a specific WDG
interaction story (Table 1). Specifically, as depicted in Figure 3, the Home screen satisfies the story 2.1, while
the Map view and Weir status view satisfy story 2.5. Further details about each view can be found in chapter
3.3.

On the other hand, the mockup of WDM web application consists of a single page with a map of the WDN
monitored. The maps provide control points which, if selected, show a view of the current water level in a
channel. This view implements story 1.1 but, currently, stories 1.2 and 1.3 are under development. Further,
details about the web view can be found in chapter 3.3.

FIGURE 2 A SCHEMATIC VIEW OF THE APPLICATION FRONT/BACKEND ARCHITECTURE

FIGURE 3 AN OVERVIEW OF ANDROID ACTIVITIES FLOW OF THE WDG APPLICATION
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3.1. SWAMP API
The SWAMP API (see Deliverable D4.2) is extended with endpoints to provide support for Italian pilot
requirements. Specifically, this deliverable defines three different base categories of requests: requests
about WDM data and management, about WDG and, finally, about the WDN. Table 3 explains the available
operations in each category.

TABLE 3 SWAMP API SPECIFICATION FOR THE WDM APP.

Water Distribution Manager
URL Method Service
/v0/WD-manager GET Get all Water Distribution Network

manager  in  the  system.  (i.e.  CBEC  in
Italy)

/v0/WD-manager/1234/fields GET Get fields controlled by WD-Manager

/v0/WD-manager/1234/irrigation-requests GET Get a list of irrigation requests

/v0/WD-
manager/1234/fields/1234/irrigation-
requests

GET Get a list of all irrigation requests of a
particular field

Water Distribution Gatekeeper
URL Method Service
/v0/WD-manager/1234/inspectors GET Get  the  reference  to  the  list  of  WDG

employed by a WD-manager

/v0/WD-
manager/1234/inspectors/1234/assign
ed-fields

GET Get assigned fields of a WDG

/v0/WD-manager/1234/inspectors
/1234/assigned-
fields/567/irrigation/plan

GET Retrieve the irrigation plan of the
assigned field (Optional endpoint)

Water Distribution Network
URL Method Service
/v0/WD-manager/1234/wdn GET Get the managed Water Distribution

Network
/v0/WD-manager/1234/wdn/stats GET Get statistics about water

consumption of the Water Distribution
Network

/v0/WD-manager/1234/wdn/nodes GET Retrieve a list of water nodes in the
network

/v0/WD-manager/1234/wdn/nodes/1234 GET Retrieve a particular node description

/v0/WD-manager/1234/wdn/connections/ GET Get a list of all water connections in the
system

/v0/WD-
manager/1234/wdn/connections/1214

GET Get a particular water connection
description
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3.2. Data Model
The data types returned by Water Distribution Network requests are described in Figure 4 and Figure 5. A
water distribution network is graph composed of a list of Water Nodes that represent a conjunction point
inside the network (i.e. a weir or a pump). Each node is connected with Water Connections that could be
channels or pipes. Moreover, each element of the graph (nodes and connections) can have one or more
devices attached. This logically separates the model of the network from the means used to assess its
properties (channel level, flow, water quality etc.). An example of the model serialized in JSON can be found
in code 1.

Data types of Water Distribution Manager and WDG endpoints are yet to be defined. Currently, in the app
we are using ad hoc JSON file to display data. In the future iteration, a formal data model will be designed
and deployed starting from this first version.

FIGURE 4 A COMPACT OVERVIEW OF THE SWAMP DATA MODEL
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FIGURE 5 THE UML DIAGRAM OF WATER MANAGEMENT DATA MODEL
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CODE 1 JSON SERIALIZATION OF A WDN
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3.3. Main Screens
This section presents a side-by-side comparison of the screens as described in the Interim Report [D4.4] and
then implemented in the version 1.0 of WDG and WDM applications. Figure 6 shows the original design and
implementation of WDG Main View. Particularly, this page satisfies the story 2.1 as it lists the scheduled
irrigation requests with an overview of the assigned fields. In the implementation, the calendar was removed
as it cluttered the view with too much unneeded information.

a) Original Design b) Implementation

FIGURE 6 WDG HOME PAGE

In Figure 7 the form to handle a single irrigation request is shown. In particular, the view shows the available
state transitions for an “ongoing” request. This Android activity satisfies stories 2.2 and 2.3. The
implementation  still  lacks  a  more  complex  input  where  the  WDG  can  specify  data  about  the  irrigation
procedure (i.e. start time, end time and total amount of water). An in-field test is needed to gather more
information about the requirements of this view.
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a) Original Design b) Implementation

FIGURE 7 – IRRIGATION REQUEST MANAGAMENT

On the other hand, Figure 8 shows the Map View available to a WDG. In particular, WDG can see where
channels and weirs are located. In panel b) it is possible to notice that data about gate conditions and channel
levels are still missing. This feature is still under development and it will be released in the next version of
the app. Anyway, it is possible to read the opening level of a weir by clicking on its icon. This action opens
the next view depicted in Figure 9.

a) Original Design b) Implementation

FIGURE 8 – MAP VIEW WITH SENSOR DATA.
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The weir management view, together with Map View meets the requirements of story 2.5. The
implementation is still missing the ability to input the opening level. The designed opening level input control
will be probably changed into a simple text box, since, after some interviews, CBEC employees found it “quite
uncomfortable”.

a) Original Design b) Implementation

FIGURE 9 WEIR MANAGMENT VIEW

Finally, in Figure 10 there is a first view of the WDM application. The application developed lacks some of the
feature described in section 0. Specifically, it lacks the exact location of each weir and a listing of the farm’s
irrigation schedule, while WDN statistics are partially shown. Panel b) shows that the farms are marked with
an icon depicting a leaf, while channels are simple lines attached with a map marker. Clicking on the markers
or leaves opens statistics about the farm or the channel. On the bottom right are depicted the current values
and the timestamp of the last read data. On the other hand, clicking on the blue button redirects to the
screen depicted in Figure 11 where historic values are graphed.
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a) Original Design

b) Implementation

FIGURE 10 WDM MOCK UP APPLICATION VIEW
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FIGURE 11 A GRAPH OF CHANNEL LEVELS IN THE PILOT
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4. Conclusions and next steps
This document presented the requirements and a prototype of the Water Distribution Application.
Specifically, it introduced two sub applications called Water Distribution Manager Web app and Water
Distribution Gatekeeper Android application. Moreover, a description of the application architecture was
given with details on their current implementation. Finally, it defined a plan for next activities concerning
app functionalities assessment and further developments.

The WDA will be validated during the next irrigation season, in cooperation with CBEC and its personnel. At
that time verification of the WDG stories and the assessment of its functionalities will be carried out in the
field, while the WDM will be validated in CBEC offices.

In the meantime, some additional functionality shall be implemented, including:

· Listing of the farm’s irrigation schedule
· Show weir status on the Web App
· Collect more statistics about WDN (i.e. total amount of water within canal, etc.)

Before the start of the next irrigation season polishing and finishing of the entire application will be carried
out, based on test carried out on the pilot in cooperation with CBEC.


